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1. SANSSEED IT GOAL 1 BUT DUE GOAL 1'S VERY CROWDED SCHEDULE,
   THERE NO OPPORTUNITY BROACH OPERATIONAL MATTERS. GOAL CORDIAL AND
   WILLING CHAT ABOUT MAINLAND SITUATION. APPEARED HONESTLY UNHAPPY
   DISCUSSIONS DENTANTLY INTERRUPTED BY OTHER IVA MEMBERS. GOAL 1
   AND REST OF DELEGATION STAYING AT NONA ADDRESS. ENTIRE PARTY SCHEDULED
   LEAVE MEXI 2100 HOURS 19 OCT FOR PIG. BASED STEADFAST 6, LARSEN,
   AND SANSSEED OBSERVATIONS, WE SEE NO BASIS FOR RECRUITMENT PITCH
   ALTHOUGH IT POSSIBLE
   SOMETHING MIGHT BE ELICITED FROM GOAL

   DURING UNINTERRUPTED ACADEMIC CONVERSATION.

2. THERE SEEMS NO FURTHER PLAUSIBLE ACCESS TO GOAL. ALTHOUGH  SANSSEED
   COULD CONTACT HIM AGAIN IN MEXI, BELIEVE SUCH PERSISTANCE
   WOULD WEAN HIM AND WOULD BEGIN MAKE GOAL SUSPICIONS OF ACADEMIC
   CONVERSATION TO POINT WHE WOULD SKY AWAY.

3. SINCE GROUP INCLUDING WU WILL BE MEXI THROUGH FRIDAY, APPEARS
   THERE ADEQUATE TIME INTRODUCE BROTHER INTO OP. RE COMMENTS DIR 75396,
   DO NOT BELIEVE SPlATE LIANG DISCUSSIONS WHICH CARRIED ON AT